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When police officers are directed to the location where the reported crime is committed, they decide if forensic expertise is
needed. If so, a team of forensic experts is dispatched.

In the past, at the crime scene, information was written down
and had to be entered into the police database upon arrival at
the office. To simplify and quicken this process we have developed iCS.

The crime scene officers receive the request in iCS on their tablet. The request provides them with the most essential data:
• Location
• Type of crime committed
• Person to contact (if available)
• Statements of victim/witnesses

Technical highlights
iCS is a tablet application that is used to capture all relevant
data, including images, video and audio. When finished investigating the crime scene a message containing all information can
be send to the office. At the office the data can be processed in
other systems.
It is even possible to send information to the office while the
investigation at the crime scene is still in progress. This is for
instance useful to peform an identification of fingerprints found
at the crime scene (see iFEA).
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User-friendly interface
Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows Phone
Neat and clear data presentation
256 bit AES managed encryption during external communication
Possibility to print chain of evidence stickers
Easily send the information to back office systems
Create overview pictures of the crime scene and highlight
where tracks and goods were found

iFEA (Fingerprint Evidence Analyzer) is a mobile application
that supports rapid processing of fingerprints directly at the
crime scene. The application enables the investigator to photograph a fingerprint and prepare it for an automated search.
First a crime is reported to the emergency room. After an initianal survey assistance from forensic experts may be requested.
The dispatcher selects a team of crime scene officers and the
team is sent to the location of the crime scene. The dispatcher
sends a message to the team. The message contains:
• Registration number of the case
• Location
• Type of crime

Back office interaction

The crime scene officers download the information in iFEA on
their tablet. When the officers discovers a fingerprint at the
crime scene a photo is taken with iFEA. iFEA provides tools to
scale, rotate and crop the image. Together with necessary information the photo is sent to the laboratory. Fingerprints can
be photographed directly or after they have been lifted using
black or white foil.
The laboratory sends the results (match or no-match and, if
available, information regarding the originator) to the crime
scene officer and the back office. The message from the laboratory contains an indication of the quality of the photo. When
indicated that the quality is too low to process, the crime
scene officer can decide to take a new photo.

Technical highlights

TRIS is a unique application for forensic experts that
helps to solve crimes. With TRIS, experts can store, retrieve and analyse information that is collected at a
crime scene. The information can be sent from iFEA or
iCS. They can then compare and link tracks, goods, cases
and suspects.
A broad range of tools can be used to analyse and visualise all the information in the system. Intelligent functionality is provided to discover relations and similarities
between cases with minimal user input. For example, license plates of vehicles and DNA profiles found at different crime scenes of suspects are automatically linked by
the system. This reveals clusters of criminals committing
crimes together. Information can be presented in different ways, like geographical maps and relation diagrams.
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User-friendly interface
Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows Phone
Neat and clear data presentation
256 bit AES managed encryption during external communication
Quick image manipulation
Easily send the information to back office systems

iCS under development
HMDS. Hobbit Mobile Device Service is a web based Service
that will handle all communications and registration of devices.
Benefits of such a system are:
• New back-office system connections can be added without having to install new versions of iCS.
• Devices can be centrally managed and configured.
• Multiple users of iCS can share their case information
External devices. Integration with all kinds of devices is constantly added to iCS. Support for new printers and scanners can
be added as soon as they are requested by a customer.

iFEA under development
Life-scan. With an external scanner the fingerprints of deceased
victims can be scanned. This supports the process of identification at a crime scene but also in case of a major accident.
Exclusion. On crime scenes an external scanner can be used to
collect fingerprints from people involved (e.g. victims and witnesses). The scanned fingerprints can be compared with the fingerprints found at the site of the crime scene. This can be done
locally and makes it possible to rule out fingerprints that do not
have to be sent to the laboratory for comparison.
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A Dutch company established in 1993. HOBBIT
develops and maintains computer programs and
apps. Image processing and visualisation are two
of our expertises. Our goal is to develop stable and
easy to use software.

